: By modeling user behavior and not thresholding transitions, we create a high overall quality on-line motion generator suitable for directly controlled characters. Left, a screen capture. Middle, users control the character with a gamepad. Right, characters must respond immediately to user input, lest they run afoul of environmental hazards.
Introduction
In a game scenario with direct character control, such as our prototype (Figure 1 ), the character must react rapidly to changing player inputs. Quick reactions enhance the player's feeling of immersion and aid in avoiding environmental hazards. Game engines are able to enforce this reactivity at a whole-body level by translating and rotating the root of the character to obey the control signals; however, this does not excuse the pose-level character animation controller from rapid reaction, since discrepancies between the displayed animation and the character root motion manifest as visual artifacts like foot-skate.
One effective data-driven approach to this character animation problem works by stringing together short animation clips from a motion library; we dub this method fragment-based character animation. This approach is analogous to a motion graph where no long 'set-piece' motions are allowed. In this paper, we improve on an existing fragment-based animation algorithm ( [Schödl and Essa 2000] ) by developing a tabular-policy-based controller (Figure 2 ) which uses a conditional probability distribution to model user behavior. We evaluate our controller by comparing the fragment selections it makes to those of several other policy-based on-line controllers as well as the off-line, optimal selection. Additionally, we demonstrate that pruning the set of possible next fragments based on transition continuity, as is done when building motion graphs, can substantially decrease the overall output quality of on-line controllers such as ours.
Related Work
In industry, hand-constructed blend trees are often used to create on-line character animation [RenderWare 2001 ]; these trees con-tain carefully synchronized leaves (e.g. walk left, walk right, walk forward, walk back) which are interpolated by a hierarchy of blend nodes whose factors are given by player control signals. Some engines use simpler nearest-neighbor methods [Torque 2000] . Again, a set of synchronized motion loops is required. Instead of blending, however, each is annotated with an apparent control direction and only the closest to player input is displayed. The controllers in this paper produce higher-quality results than nearest-neighbor methods with comparable runtime CPU usage, while requiring fewer animator-hours to set up than blend trees.
Constructing fragment-based motions is similar to using a motion graph [Kovar et al. 2002; Arikan and Forsyth 2002; Lee et al. 2002] where no long motion segments are allowed and all segments may transition to all other segments. These modifications were motivated by the observations of Reitsma and Pollard [2004; (in press) ], who explored the responsiveness of motion graphs by unrolling them into a game environment. By repeatedly sampling states and performing searches they calculated a mean lag time of over three seconds between user input and resulting action.
An alternative motion graph formulation emphasizing connectivity is given in [Gleicher et al. 2003 ]. This method does enable faster transitions, but still is unable to cope with immediate responsiveness in situations where a visual artifact would be introduced (such as transitioning from mid-stride to a jump). In contrast, our method is able to weigh this lack of visual quality against potential benefits in control-following.
Recently, methods to augment motion graphs using parameterized motions have been proposed [Shin and Oh 2006; Heck and Gleicher 2006] . These methods have been exploited to produce high quality controllable motion in restricted scenarios, but no full character controller with high responsiveness has been demonstrated. In particular, switching rapidly between actions -say, from a run to a crouch mid-step -is still difficult for these methods. Safonova [2006; introduces blending to motion graphs in a different way by making a graph in the space of (motion 1 , motion 2 , blend) tuples. Her method produces high-quality motion, but is not currently suited to on-line control because of computational (and memory) overhead. Ikemoto el al. [2006] consider the problem of blending between motions and propose a method of caching the best fixed-length transitions between any two motions. In their present work, the transition window is too long (one second) to be considered for direct control situations; however, if no artifacts are introduced by shrinking this window, then their work may prove the basis of an interesting alternative to our controller.
Our method uses a reinforcement learning algorithm known as value iteration [Bellman 1957; Kaelbling et al. 1996; Sutton and Barto 1998 ]. Reinforcement learning is not new to motion control in graphics. Lee and Lee [2006; use reinforcement learning to create an avatar control model. They, however, prune their motion graph before planning, which we demonstrate can negatively impact quality. Ikemoto et al. [2005] use reinforcement learning on a more complex state space in order to aid a global planner. Their final controller is thus destination instead of control signal based. They also prune their motion graph. Schödl and Essa [2000] present work very close to our steady-state controller in a different control domain (video sprites). None of these previous methods employ a user model.
Using learning with a user model is common in other fields (e.g. [Levin et al. 2000] , where a user model aids a dialog system). To our knowledge, however, such an approach has not been explored for reactive character animation. More complicated reinforcement learning methods exist which would allow us to learn on the continuous control signals instead of a discrete approximation [Moore and Atkeson 1995] . Treuille et al. [2007] explore this possibility, making use of basis functions to represent value functions over continuous control signals.
Another topic in graphics that deals extensively with user control is performance animation (e.g. [Shin et al. 2001; Hsu et al. 2004; Chai and Hodgins 2005; Dontcheva et al. 2003] ). These systems provide fine control over character pose, and often deal with more exotic input data (e.g. full or partial motion capture), while we focus on providing control over gross motion with more conventional input devices.
An attractive alternative to data-driven animation for on-line character motion generation is to use physics-based controllers. A framework for composing such controllers is given by Faloutsos et al. [2001] , while Grzeszczuk and Terzopoulos [1995] use learning to create a physical controller. Van de Panne and his colleagues explore interactive control of simulations [Laszlo et al. 2000; van de Panne and Lee 2003; Zhao and van de Panne 2005] . Abe et al. [2004] use momentum to parameterize motions for interactive control. James et al. [2003; 2006] combine physics-based data with precalculation techniques to create interactive animations of deformable objects.
The Controller
Our character animation controller works by generating a stream of motion fragments. As each fragment completes, the next fragment to play is selected based on the current player input and previous fragment (see Figure 2) ; these decisions are stored in a tabular control policy. In this section we discuss how this table is generated. An overview of the data flow during synthesis is given in Figure 3 . We will motivate and describe each portion of the process below.
The key observation in our generation approach is that if we knew exactly how the player would change their input in the future, then we could always make the best possible choice of next fragment. Failing that perfect foreknowledge, however, we can get some idea of how players will act by setting up our game environment with a stand-in for the animated character and collecting example input streams, henceforth called traces. With these traces we can build a rough model of player behavior.
One caveat, however, is that control signals generally exist in a continuous, high-dimensional space. We deal with this by selecting a set of points in this control space and calling the region of the space closer to a given point than any other its control bin. (We note here that this requires a notion of distance in the control space, some- thing we will touch on in Section 4.1.) In our implementation, we chose these bin centers by hand (Figure 4 ), though one could conceive of choosing them automatically by using a tactic like vector quantization on the example traces.
The final input to our synthesis process is, of course, the motion fragments themselves. The only requirement placed on these fragments is that they be both short and annotated with evident control -an indication of what control signal they represent. Now that we have described the inputs to our system, we move on to the intermediate data (column two of Figure 3 ). This is the data we construct so that we can evaluate different policy choices.
The control model, which we mentioned earlier, is the key piece of intermediate data, since it tells us how player input is expected to change. We use a table of conditional probabilities T , where T cc ′ gives the probability that the next control signal will be in bin c ′ , given the previous control signal was in bin c. This table is computed by performing frequency counts on the example traces. Using such an elementary model has two advantages. First, it keeps our policy table small (|control bins| × |motion fragments|), because each decision only depends on the current input and the previous fragment. Second, since the model has relatively low representative power it generalizes well to players for whom we do not have example traces.
With a control model we can reason about the future impact of decisions. To capture the immediate impact of decisions, we need to have a notion of the quality of selecting a given next fragment. This quality will tell us how artifact-free a motion is. We find it expedient to factor quality:
indicates smoothness and realism of the transition between two fragments f and f ′ , with zero being jerky or unrealistic and one being pleasing to the eye. ControlQuality( f ′ |c) ∈ [0, 1] indicates how closely fragment f ′ 's evident control matches the control signal c, with zero being performing the wrong action [e.g., jumping at the wrong time] and one corresponding to performing the correct action [e.g. walking in the correct direction]. Our implementations of MotionQuality and ControlQuality are discussed in Section 4.1. This factorization allows for a natural trade-off between artifacts introduced through bad transitions and those introduced through inaccurately following control-induced character root motion.
We now have all that we need to create our policy: the control bins and fragments give us a discretized space in which to represent our decisions, the control model lets us reason about future player inputs, and the ControlQuality and MotionQuality functions provide a means to compute the immediate benefit of decisions.
The only thing that remains is to compute the expected benefit of each decision. Value iteration is a computational framework that does just this, computing both optimal behavior and the expected discounted sum of future rewards given that behavior. By 'discounted' we mean that the reward n time steps in the future is multiplied by λ n -our choice of λ is given in Section 4.1.
Value iteration may be succinctly expressed as an expected reward update rule
where R f c is initialized to 0 and stores the expected reward at fragment f with current control signal c. Once this update rule has been iterated until R converges, the policy may be constructed as
where P f c stores the index of the next fragment to play given previous fragment f and current control signal c. It is a property of value iteration that this policy is optimal (given the modeling assumptions). For more information on value iteration we recommend Sutton and Barto's book [1998] .
Alternate Controllers
Having described our controller, we now briefly describe those controllers which we compare against. With the exception of globally optimal, all the below controllers result from modification of the reward update, with the policy still computed as per Equation 3.
Greedy control does not care about future reward, and thus its reward update is simply:
Steady State control (as per [Schödl and Essa 2000] ) assumes that control signals never change, which eliminates matrix T from the reward update:
Spread control eliminates T by assuming that control signals change uniformly:
where |C| is the number of control bins.
Optimal control is possible, given knowledge of the future path. This restriction makes it unsuitable for on-line control, but we use it as a point of comparison. We use dynamic programming to build table V where entry V f i gives the value of choosing fragment f at step i along the path: where c i gives the control signal at step i along the path and value V n at the last step is set to 0. The optimal path f 0 , . . . , f n may then be read back by selecting the maximum V 0 and stepping forward through time:
Results

The Scenario
We put our animation controller to work in the context of a simple sphere-collection game (Figure 1) . In this game, players use one joystick on their gamepad to set ground-plane velocity of the character, while the other joystick controls the character's turning rate. A button is used to jump. Our prototype game fixes the character root motion to that defined by the control signals in order to provide perfect responsiveness. Additionally, the engine "cleans up" the character animation by blending between fragments and adjusting the fragment playback rate to best match the current control signals; these post-processes are not considered in our evaluation, since they could be equally well applied to the output of any character animation controller.
We begin our discussion of the implementation details by reviewing the inputs to our algorithm.
Traces. Seven minutes of two-player gameplay was recorded using a dummy character animation controller: the game engine constrained the character's root to follow the user's control signals exactly, but the character's pose was not animated. An additional two minutes of gameplay was recorded in a different session from one of the players to be used in evaluating the controllers.
Control bins were centered on 150 points selected in the game's control space -all possible combinations of ground plane velocities in three concentric circles (Figure 4) , turning speeds in {−1, 0, 1} radians per second, and airborne flag in {0, 1}. The velocities are expressed in character-local coordinates.
Fragments were drawn from approximately five minutes of motion in the CMU motion capture database [CMU 2001 ]. This motion was selected to include walking, running, jumping, and sidestepping. Fragments 0.1 seconds in length were started every 0.05 second in each motion. This overlap provides some flexibility in start- Table 1 : Summary of quality as a percentage of optimal. Our controller, model, is better than the other controllers in normal operation. Thresholding causes all of the policy controllers to falter, even though the optimal path value has only decreased by 9%.
ing positions without generating too many extra fragments. The fragment pool generated in this manner contained 5934 fragments.
Having described the inputs used in our test scenario, we move on to describing the intermediate data.
Control Model. The control model is always computed via frequency counting on the traces and so requires no adaption to this scenario.
Motion Quality was based on the intuition that reflecting a joint angle at frame i about the joint angle at frame i + j provides a prediction of the future angle at frame i + 2 j. (That is, if the elbow is bent 90 • at frame 2 and bent 95 • at frame 4, one might reasonably expect it to be bent 100 • at frame 6). Bearing this in mind, let the quality of transitioning between fragments f and f ′ consisting of poses f 1 , . . . , f m and f ′ 1 , . . . , f ′ n respectively be:
(9) where the weights ω = [0.8, 0.5, 0.3] and the offsets δ = [1, 2, 3] where chosen by hand to produce good results, Dis( f , f ′ ) takes the distance between poses by summing euclidean distance between bone tips, and Refl( f , f ′ ) reflects pose f over pose f ′ in angle space. As a special case, we force MotionQuality( f → f ′ ) = 0 whenever f ′ appears within a short window before f in the source motion. This helps to prevent "stuttering" artifacts.
Control Quality was computed using a distance measure between the evident control Ev( f ) in a fragment (estimated from center-ofmass motion) and the given control c:
where control distance is a weighted euclidean distance on control vectors c = (c v , c t , c a ):
(11) and P(c) projects non-zero velocities into a log-magnitude space:
(This projection seems to match human perception of changes in velocity.) We choose w v = 10, w t = 6, and w a = 20 because these weights give good results in practice.
We have now described all of the intermediate data required for our algorithm. The only remaining implementation detail is the discount factor λ , which we set to 0.999. 
Transitions selected by Opt
Motion Quality (percentile) Control Quality (percentile) Figure 6 : Distribution of transitions in motion quality percentile versus control quality percentile space; greedy and spread seem very concerned with motion quality, while steady favors high control quality. Our controller, model, strikes a similar balance to opt.
Transitions selected by Model
Overall Quality Figure 7: Distribution of transitions in overall quality; greedy is clearly the lowest quality, while opt does a very good job of avoiding low-quality transitions. Both model and steady have similar profiles, but steady is forced to take more low quality transitions because it is unprepared for changes in user input. Thresholding (bottom row) forces the policy-based controllers to take far more bad transitions. 
Evaluation
For the purposes of evaluation, we define nine controllers. We designate our controller from Section 3 model; the controllers from Section 3.1 will be designated greedy, steady, spread, and opt. We also introduce the model-t, steady-t, spread-t, and opt-t variants, which are the same controllers restricted to only use transitions in the top 8% by motion quality. (This is akin to the sort of transition quality thresholding commonly run on motion graphs.) We omit greedy-t, since it is identical to greedy.
Synthesis of steady, spread, and model controllers took several hours, while greedy required two minutes to compute. Synthesis times for '-t' variants were faster (since there were fewer transitions to consider). Each controller was run over two minutes of example control signal recordings (traces). These traces were distinct from those used in building the user model. Runtimes for model, steady, spread, and greedy were trivial (since policy evaluation is simply a matter of table lookup), while opt took approximately thirty minutes to calculate. Once the controllers finished in their fragment selection, qualities of the generated paths were calculated using the Quality function defined earlier.
Results of running the controllers on individual traces are given in Figure 5 , with a summary in Table 1 . From this overview, two conclusions may be drawn: first, the user model is useful -model performs at 90% of optimal, while steady (the previous state-ofthe-art) achieves 84% and spread achieves 81%. Second, thresholding negatively -and dramatically -impacts the overall quality of generated motion (model, steady, and spread all lose more than 30% of optimal).
For insight into this second point, consider the individual fragmentfragment transitions used by the non-thresholded controllers (Figure 6 ). With the exception of greedy, all the methods rely, at least to some extent, on low-motion-quality transitions. An interesting side-note is that opt is not hampered as severely by the lack of low motion quality transitions (only an 9% loss); from this we may conclude that, while reasonably high quality paths still exist in the thresholded data set, they are much harder to find. This conclusion is also supported by comparing the overall quality of chosen transitions before and after thresholding (Figure 7 ). Before thresholding, the transition quality histograms of model and steady appear close to opt (though steady is forced to take some very low-quality transitions when control signals change); after thresholding, the transition histograms for model, steady, and spread seem closer to those for greedy. It is also interesting to note that while spread does not have as pronounced a high-quality spike as does model, steady, and opt, it still does quite well before thresholding.
In order to determine how our user model generalized, we synthesized model using example traces from just the user who did not perform the evaluation traces, as well as just the user who did. In both cases it still operated near mean 90% of optimal, with a slightly higher standard deviation (2.0% vs. 1.7%) when sythesizing with the user who did not perform the evaluation traces. This seems to indicate that our user model is able to capture broad features of the control domain without fitting the training data too closely.
Investigating the scaling behavior of our controller, we upped the number of input fragments from 5934 to 7577 (adding examples of a motion which the previous controller had performed badly on), and re-ran the value iteration. This increased the value iteration step time and memory usage from 22 seconds and 200 megabytes to 35 seconds and 330 megabytes. (We will discuss theoretical scaling behavior later.) In the presence of these additional fragments, opt increased by about 1%, while model performed at the same percentage of this new opt. The new motion was used by the controller. The lack of a larger percentage increase may be due to the relative infrequency in the example traces of the additional motion (right-sidestepping).
Discussion
In the previous sections we formulated the problem of on-line character animation control as that of assembling a high-quality sequence of motion fragments; we then presented and evaluated an animation controller for this domain. This controller improved on previous efforts by modeling user behavior and by considering all possible transitions, instead of just ones with high motion quality. Below, we discuss some of the advantages and disadvantages of our chosen problem formulation and controller.
Fragment-based motion generators as we presented in this paper have the great advantage of existing in a domain where optimal paths can be calculated. This allows methods to easily be compared to optimal, as we did in the results section, and for the completeness of metrics and source data to be vetted by watching optimal paths. (For if the optimal paths do not look right, what chance does a mere on-line algorithm stand?) Furthermore, in the case of generators built around a precomputed control policy, all transitions that will ever be taken and the circumstances for those transitions are known before the controller is deployed, so it possible to examine the worst possible motion -either to determine that no bad surprises await or that adjustments are required. Additionally, the computed expected future reward at each (fragment, control bin) pair tells us what situations are bad to be in not just from an immediate quality perspective, but in the long term. Finally, if modification is required, value iteration will converge quickly given a good guessfor instance, the existing (pre-adjustments) policy. And even when not fully converged, policies tend to be reasonably close to their final states. These factors conspire to allow rapid iteration when users are searching for good parameters and source motions.
A limitation of all fragment-based motion generators is that they will never be able to respond in less than one fragment's time; thus fragment length selection is a trade-off between increased memory usage and precomputation time and run-time responsiveness, for which an application-specific balance must be struck. By selecting only the best motion in a situation, our policy will lose some of the variation present in the source database. However, one could attempt to amend the policy by keeping a family of good next paths instead of simply one, then choosing at random to provide variety. Transitions with high motion quality are sometimes simply not available, even for the globally optimal motion. We believe this problem can never be completely solved. For example, a truly "natural" transition into a jump from the middle of a walking stride at the speed a gamer would demand may be impossible. However, blending techniques in [Shin and Oh 2006; Heck and Gleicher 2006; Safonova 2006; Ikemoto et al. 2006 ] could be combined with our approach to improve the overall quality of the output motion.
Our algorithm, given |F| fragments and |C| control bins, requires O(|C|) time per fragment selection (since we perform a linear scan when finding the proper control bin; temporal locality should allow this to be amortized to O(1)) and O(|F| · |C|) memory (to store the policy table). In our example controller, this corresponds to well under 1ms for fragment selection and approximately two megabytes of memory. Synthesis is more expensive, requiring O(|F| 2 |C| 2 ) time per value iteration step (because Equation 2 is executed for all fragments and control bins and scans all fragments and control bins), and O(|F| 2 +|C| 2 ) space (in order to store precomputed quality matrices). Convergence generally requires O(n) steps, where n is the size of the largest cycle in the optimal controller. For our example controller this corresponds to roughly 22 seconds per iteration step and 200 megabytes of process memory. While large controllers are feasible at runtime, actually synthesizing them using our straightforward value iteration becomes infeasible at around 15000 fragments (we run out of memory). With a more advanced policy selection scheme, one could envision using much larger data sets.
Finally, there are several interesting directions to explore in future work. First, value iteration is an inherently parallel process and it should be possible to exploit this to accelerate the synthesis process, thus providing faster feedback to parameter changes. Second, control policies are well-suited to evaluation on a GPU and could enable large numbers of animated characters to be computed without CPU load. Third, fragments do not need to be drawn directly from a motion database, but could instead be synthesized; for instance, interpolations and simple transformations -reflection, reversingof existing fragments could be introduced. This procedure could be automated to fill deficiencies in the fragment set (missing control directions, for instance).
Conclusion
In this paper we presented and evaluated several policy-based online character animation controllers over real-world example data.
In this way, we demonstrated that a controller generated using value iteration with a user model was an improvement over previous controllers. We also determined that even relatively conservative trimming of transitions (by motion graph standards, at least) has a disastrous impact on the overall quality of the on-line controllers. This result demonstrates the need, in data-driven motion generation, to preserve low motion quality transitions in order to avoid becoming stuck in low control quality situations.
